X_floating is the nomenclature used on a DEC Alpha for its floating-point formats (Sites and Witek, 1995 
Fortran
Declaration Subroutine NAME( in_array, out_array, count )
Integer count data_type in_array(count), out_array(count)
Usage
Integer ARRAY_LEN Parameter ( ARRAY_LEN = n ) data_type in_array(ARRAY_LEN), out_array(ARRAY_LEN) Call NAME( in_array, out_array, ARRAY_LEN ) name (C) or NAME (Fortran) is the name of a libvaxdata routine, count contains the number n (specified by the caller) of array elements to be converted, and data_type is the appropriate type of data for the conversion routine.
The in_array and out_array parameters may refer to the same array, since conversion is carried out element-by-element from in_array to out_array. The in_array and out_array parameters must not otherwise overlap.
Integer Conversions
VAXes and Intel 80x86 systems (Intel, 2005) store integers in two's-complement format, ordering the bytes in memory from low-order (l) to high-order (h) [Silha, 2005] , HP) also store integers in two'scomplement format, but use the opposite (big-endian) byte ordering:
16-bit integer hhhhhhhhllllllll

32-bit integer
hhhhhhhhnnnnnnnnmmmmmmmmllllllll A VAX-format integer is converted to big-endian format by reversing the byte order. No conversion is required when the caller uses little-endian byte order; the data are copied as-is (unless in_array and out_array are the same array, in which case the copy is skipped altogether).
Floating-Point Conversions
Intel 80x86 systems (Intel, 2005) , Apple Macintosh systems (Apple Computer, 2004) , and most Unix systems (Hewlett-Packard, 2002 ) implement the IEEE 754 floating-point arithmetic standard. VAX and IEEE formats are similar, after the bytes are rearranged. (VAX floating-point formats inherit the PDP-11 memory layout based on 16-bit words in little-endian byte order.)
The high-order bit is a sign bit (s), followed by a biased exponent (e), and a (usually) hidden-bit normalized mantissa (m). They differ in the number used to bias the exponent, the location of the implicit binary point for the mantissa, and the representation of exceptional numbers (e.g., ±infinity 
VAX format to IEEE format Conversions
After rearranging the bytes, a VAX floating-point number is converted to IEEE floating-point format by subtracting (1+VAX_bias-IEEE_bias) from the exponent field to (1) adjust from VAX 0.1m hidden-bit normalization to IEEE 1.m hidden-bit normalization and (2) adjust the bias from VAX format to IEEE format. True zero (s=e=m=0) and dirty zero (s=e=0, m≠0) are special cases, which must be recognized and handled separately. Both VAX zeros are converted to IEEE +zero (s=e=m=0).
Numbers whose absolute value is too small to represent in the normalized IEEE format illustrated above are converted to subnormal format (e=0, m≠0). Numbers whose absolute value is too small to represent in subnormal format are set to zero (silent underflow).
Overflow during the conversion is not possible; the largest floating-point number in each VAX format is smaller than the largest floating-point number in the corresponding IEEE floating-point format.
If the mantissa of the VAX floating-point number is too large for the corresponding IEEE floating-point format, bits are simply discarded from the right. Thus, the remaining fractional part is chopped, not rounded to the lowest-order bit. This can only occur when the conversion requires IEEE subnormal format.
A VAX floating-point reserved operand (s=1, e=0, m=any) causes a SIGFPE exception to be raised. The converted result is set to zero.
IEEE format to VAX format Conversions
Conversely, an IEEE floating-point number is converted to VAX floating-point format by adding (1+VAX_bias-IEEE_bias) to the exponent field. +zero (s=e=m=0), -zero (s=1, e=m=0), ±infinity (s=any, e=all-1's, m=0) , and NaNs (s=any, e=all-1's, m≠0) are special cases, which must be recognized and handled separately. Both IEEE zeros are converted to VAX true zero (s=e=m=0). Infinities and NaNs cause a SIGFPE exception to be raised. The result returned has the largest VAX exponent (e=all-1's) and zero mantissa (m=0) with the same sign as the original.
Numbers whose absolute value is too small to represent in the normalized VAX format illustrated above are set to zero (silent underflow). (VAX floating-point formats do not support subnormal numbers.) Numbers whose absolute value exceeds the largest representable VAX-format number cause a SIGFPE exception to be raised (overflow). (VAX floating-point formats do not have reserved bit patterns for infinities or NaNs.) The result returned has the largest VAX exponent and mantissa (e=m=all-1's) with the same sign as the original.
The bytes are then rearranged to the VAX 16-bit word floating-point fomat.
Examples
The following C function from_vax_rhdr() converts the floating-point data header from a data file written on a VAX: /* VAX Data Conversion Routines */ #include "convert_vax_data.h" #ifndef FORTRAN_LINKAGE #define FORTRAN_LINKAGE #endif /************************************************************ from_vax_rhdr() */ void FORTRAN_LINKAGE from_vax_rhdr( const void *inbuf, void *outbuf ) { register const float *in; /* Microsoft C: up to 2 register vars */ register float *out; /* Microsoft C: up to 2 register vars */ int n; float in_null, out_null; in = (const float *) inbuf; out = (float *) outbuf; in_null = in[1]; n = 1; from_vax_r4( &in_null, &out_null, &n ); n = 38; /* 1..38 binary */ from_vax_r4( in, out, &n ); in += n; out += n; *out = ( *in == in_null ) ? out_null : *in ; /* 39 ASCII */ in++; out++; n = 89; /* 40..128 binary */ from_vax_r4( in, out, &n ); } The equivalent Fortran subroutine FROM_VAX_RHDR is: ***************************************************************** 
Creating the Library
The libvaxdata distribution kit includes make files and batch command files to create a static library of separately compiled modules for both Fortran and C programs. The library is named libvaxdata.x, where x is the system suffix for object module libraries (e.g., libvaxdata.a on Unix).
A test program is created in the same directory with the library. Run it after creating the library to verify the conversions.
To To test the conversions, run the test program in the directory containing the library. For example, after compiling the Mac OS X library above (which created i386/test), the following command will test the conversions:
The output should look like this: On an Alpha, the output also includes the H16 conversion:
1e+37 -1e+37 1e-37 -1e-37 1.2345678901234567890123456789 -1.2345678901234567890123456789
The distribution kit includes another useful routine to determine at run-time whether the system uses little-endian byte ordering: The prototype is not defined in convert_vax_data.h; it must be explicitly declared in a C program.
Compilation Options
The C source code for the libvaxdata routines is in src/convert_vax_data.c. The C function prototypes are declared in src/convert_vax_data.h.
To compile all routines into a single object module (assuming -O is the C compiler option that requests optimization) from one of the system-specific directories:
To compile a single routine into its own module, define MAKE_routine_name, substituting the upper-case name of the routine for routine_name, and give the object module a name. This is useful, for example, to insert the routines into a library such that a linker may extract only the routines actually needed by a particular program. For example, to compile only from_vax_r4():
Different versions of convert_vax_data.c are produced depending on the definitions of the C preprocessor variables IS_LITTLE_ENDIAN and APPEND_UNDERSCORE:
• If IS_LITTLE_ENDIAN is defined as 0 (false), then the conversions are performed for a big-endian system; byte reordering is done for all VAX data types.
• If IS_LITTLE_ENDIAN is defined as 1 (true), then byte reordering is done for floating-point formats only; integer formats are identical to their VAX counterparts.
• If IS_LITTLE_ENDIAN is not defined, then it is defined as 1 (true) if any of the following macros is defined: • If APPEND_UNDERSCORE is defined, the entry point names are compiled with an underscore appended. This is required so that they can be called from Fortran in cases where the Fortran compiler appends an underscore to externally called routines (e.g., Sun Fortran [Sun Microsystems, 2005b] ).
For example, to create Fortran-callable versions of all the routines in an object module called fconvert_vax_data.o on a Sun SPARC system, the compiler command would be:
because a SPARC is a big-endian system and Sun Fortran appends an underscore to externally called routines. Bug fixes:
Corrected f4/g8/h16 conversions to IEEE subnormal form.
Additional Notes
As of the Version 1.1 release, make files for the following platforms and compilers are included in the distribution, but the author no longer has the ability to test them:
Linux:
Intel icc
Solaris: GNU gcc, Sun cc Tru64 Unix: GNU gcc
Contact the author for assistance in using the library on these or any other platforms or compilers at baker@usgs.gov. And, please, report any bugs.
